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Abstract—This paper, introduced a non-invasive jaundice 

detection using optical technique. Jaundice is a condition when 

baby skin, eyes and other tissues became yellow. The yellow came 

from bilirubin pigment that bound with albumin before 

breakdown. If too many breakdowns of hemoglobin in one time, 

liver couldn’t excreted all bilirubin. For babies, bilirubin will 

cause brain damage if its too high more than 10mg/dL inside 

them. It happened when bilirubin became toxic dice and go to the 

brain that cause death. There are two techniques of detection 

bilirubin namely invasive technique and non-invasive technique.  

The differences of this technique are invasive technique was 

painful then non-invasive technique and it have to take some 

blood to be analyzed. Both methods used the principle of 

Lambert law as references and guide to measure bilirubin inside 

babies. 

Keywords—Neonatal Jaundice, Wavelength, Bilirubin, Non-

invasive. 

I.  Introduction 
In medical field, optical technique was not odd anymore; there 
have many equipment that used this technique such as Pulse 
Oximeter that measure oxygen inside human blood. The 
principle of absorption using infrared and red LED as light 
source to determine of oxygen reflection inside blood is called 
non-invasive technique.  

Meanwhile, invasive technique is using blood to 
determined some disease such as jaundice. Invasive technique 
have to draw some blood, that cause traumatism and painful 
for the babies. Jaundice can be identifying by when the skin 
and eyes are becoming yellow in color. The yellowish of skin 
came from bilirubin when there have a breakdown product of 
hemoglobin. For normal baby, bilirubin concentrations will  
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less than 5mg/dL but if more than 10mg/dL it call 
hyperbilirubinemia as shown in Fig. 1.  

Bilirubin can be classified by unconjugated and conjugated 
stated. Unconjugate stated when bilirubin can be seen on skin 
and eyes by determine the color of it. For conjugate stated, the 
stool will be white chock and urine will be dark than normal 
baby. 
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Figure 1. Different of normal and jaundice babies. 

In Malaysia almost 60% to 70% newborn will have 
jaundice problem[1]. The high concentration of bilirubin will 
became neurotoxic and can cause brain damage or 
kernicterus[2].  Bilirubin pathway is from the breakdown of 
heme in red blood cells. The broken down of heme travel to 
liver, where it been secreted into the bile. The liver function is 
to filter out the waste such as bilirubin from blood. Here, 
bilirubin will be unconjugated bilirubin and excreted into stool 
and urine. The modern  English word is jaundice and jaunisse 
derived from middle French, jaun means “yellow” and –isse 
means “ness” which means “yellowness”. 

Therefore, in this paper, non-invasive technique of 
bilirubin detector proposed. This non-invasive technique will 
be less painful, reduce turnaround time and easy to handle. 
This paper is organized as follows : In Section II, recent 
research about non-invasive technique detailed . Section III 
explained the proposed technique. Finally, a conclusion is 
drawn in Section IV.  

II. Non-Invasive Technique 
Several research has been done about non-invasive bilirubin. 

Gosset was using Icterometer in 1960[3]. Icterometer is like 

transparent ruler that has different mark of yellowish color of 

skin. Each of mark will have different value to recognize 

bilirubin level.   
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The yellowish of skin gave Hanneman and Yamanouchi 

some idea to introduce spectral reflection by using light with 

different wavelength absorption of bilirubin[4].  

The absorption of bilirubin are shown in Fig.2. It shows 

that the absorption between hemoglobin and bilirubin that 

attract with certain wavelength are different. When the light in 

the range between 457nm until 473nm are used, the bilirubin 

shows the maximum absorption. While for oxyhemoglobin, it 

shows the maximum absorption between 527nm until 

532nm[5]. 

 

 
Figure 2. Absorption of spectral light for hemoglobin and bilirubin at 

457,473,527 and 532nm. 

 

 By referring Fig. 3,  the range of 455 to 492 nm is  a blue 

color meanwhile 492 to 577 nm is a green color[6]. 

Hemoglobin will absorb less blue color compare with 

bilirubin. Therefore, in this research , the blue light become 

the light source to determine the  bilirubin level, meanwhile 

green light as references to determine the difference between 

bilirubin and hemoglobin[7]. 

 

 
 

Figure 3. Electromagnetic Spectrum of Visible light. 
 

The recent research of jaundice blood was done by 

Jayasingh and Sankaranarayanan[8].The research was using  

the RGB Color Sensor to detect the jaundice level. For 

Srinivas Kudavelly et.al, their research based on wavelength 

of light[9].  However these researches need a blood to be taken 

by injection and not using non-invasive technique. 

III. The Proposed Technique 
Using icetrometer and  reflection spectrometer technique, 

user could not make a continues monitoring. Icetrometer was 

not user friendly because it have to read manually and predect 

using color of mark to read the value of concentration 

bilirubin. Gosset’s research, shows that the result 20-40% 

reproducibility which is less sensitive and specification based 

on measurement of reflectance [10].  

Spectrophotometric reflection technique by Hanneman and 

Yamanouchi shows that their technique was difficult to handle 

and still could not measure continues monitoring bilirubin 

inside newborn. Therefore, some modification to the exist 

system should be done to add a continuous monitoring to 

make sure all the data captured can be used as a source of 

information for the further investigation in the medical 

research.  

 Spectrophotometric make used of Lambert Law to 

determine absorption and concentration concept of bilirubin as 

shown in Fig. 4. This concept has been use in reflection of 

spectrometer when the light output is less than light input [11]. 

It happens as the bilirubin absorb a certain wavelength of light 

and make the output become lesser. The absorption, A, can be 

calculated using Equation 1. 

 

 
Figure 4: Lambert law of absorption light. 

 

         ( 1 ) 

 

 

I0 = incident light intensity 

I  = transmitted light intensity 

 
The wavelength absorption shows that green and blue LED 

can detect bilirubin concentration. There also have specific 
place to take measurement that effect bilirubin concentration. 
Forehead and sternum is  best location to get bilirubin 
concentration[10]. Blue and green LED are the suitable light 
source to determine bilirubin and haemoglobin inside newborn 
as shown in Fig. 5.  

 

 

Absorption, A, = log 10 Io 

           I 
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Figure 5. Blue and Green LED are the  light source for bilirubin and 

heamogolobin. 

 

Both light source will interact with bilirubin and 

heamogolobin and the reflected light will be absorbed by 

photodiode. Photodiode will determine the reflection of light 

to alert the user if the bilirubin value was at the  above normal 

condition. The technique of detection the bilirubin using 

noninvasive method will be a less painful and userfreindly.  

 

 

IV. Conclusion 
In conclusion , the non-invasive bilirubin detection using 

optical technique is a better solution to eliminate the baby 
trauma in the process of jaundice detection. The purpose of 
this project is to improve and adapt methodology of continues 
diagnostic for newborn and accuracy of early detection 
bilirubin. The automated systems enable detection of sensor, 
measurement concentration bilirubin and alarm for home 
monitoring. 
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